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Abstract
With everlasting increase of connectivity demand and high speed data communication, lots
of progresses have been made to provide a sufficient quality of services (QoS). Several ad-
vanced technologies have been the cornerstone of this trend in academia as well as in industry.
Nevertheless, there are some implementation challenges, which needs to be closely investi-
gated. In this thesis, among all challenges, we elaborate on those related to number of radio
frequency (RF) chains and resource scarcity.
The principle idea behind our proposed initial solution is to exploit the spatial domain as an
additional degree of freedom. To be more specific, we benefit from spatial domain and antenna
index in a multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) system with dual-polarized (DP) antennas
to convey the information. We develop a two-stage algorithm to groups the antennas which
ends up to the optimum performance. Another advantage of this proposed algorithm is the
complete complexity reduction of exhaustive search over the whole available space.
Moreover, due to the continuous growth of demands which results in spectrum scarcity, we
investigate the extension of long term evolution (LTE) spectrum. Such a paradigm shift is real-
ized to oﬄoad part of the data to unlicensed band, which has been initially dedicated to other
standardizations such as wireless local area networks (WLAN). As both LTE and wireless fi-
delity (Wi-Fi) networks have been widely deployed with solid infrastructures, it is significantly
important to make their coexistence viable with a cost-effective approach which inherently re-
quires the minimum protocol modification. Thus, we take the advantage of spatially located
multiple antennas of base station (BS) and access point (AP) for the sake of beamforming and
interference reduction.
In addition to network coexistence, we approach the resource scarcity from the non-orthogonal
multiple access (NOMA) point of view, where users share the frequency and time resources
and are differentiated in power domain. In particular, we closely consider those users with
limited number of RF chains. Similar to our first approach, we utilize spatial modulation (SM)
in user end and after evaluating their performance, we propose to consider the capacity of SM
NOMA to elaborate the impact of pairing on the achievable sum rate performance.
Keywords: MIMO, SM, NOMA, antenna selection
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Overview of Promising Communication Technologies
It has been known that communication industry is the main leading industry for future life.
According to statistics [6], the global spending of this industry is estimated to approach 1428.9
billion U.S. dollars in 2018 and it keeps increasing even more in future. Applications of such
an industry demand for wide rang of requirements from high speed video streaming and aug-
mented reality to low-data/power-limited internet of things (IoT) devices and health-care ser-
vices. Obviously, providing such a diverse quality of service (QoS) including high speed, low
data rate, enhanced reliability and coverage neither can be achieved with the current wireless
infrastructure, nor by redesigning a single entity in mobile communication systems. Instead, it
can be achieved solely based on combination of several advanced transmission technologies.
To address the high data rate-centric demands, novel technologies such as small-cell com-
munication, densification, massive multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) communication,
and millimeter wave communication have become the roadmap for telecommunication indus-
try and new standardizations [7].
Nevertheless, there are some bottlenecks in aforementioned technologies that make their
deployment to be challenging. The main challenges arise as a results of space limitation, power
restrain, and spectrum scarcity.
1
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1.2 Thesis Motivation
As mentioned in the previous section, limited space, available power, and spectrum scarcity are
the main limitations in communication systems. As an example, massive MIMO is realized by
placement of the large number of antennas (in order of hundreds). Nevertheless, positioning
of these antennas together with all their analog elements (such as phase shifters and power
amplifiers) is subject to violate the cost and power limitation. On the other hand, packed an-
tenna implementation creates spatial correlation and degrades the performance of transmission.
Therefore, it is necessary to design a new transmission strategy with reduced radio frequency
(RF) chain while providing a reasonable data rate.
Another problem that arises with large number of antennas is energy consumption. To be
specific, every antenna element is accompanied by a RF chain and thus, increasing number of
antennas requires more RF chains. Moreover, each RF chain contains power amplifier (PA).
Considering the fact that 70% of the total energy in a base station (BS) is consumed by PA and
dissipated as heat [8], novel hardware design is a vital factor from energy/power efficiency point
of view. The significant of new power efficient technology with limited number of RF chains
becomes even more critical for applications such as low-power wearable and IoT devices. For
these reasons, designing a new transmission approach with sufficient trade-off between number
of RF chains and data rate needs to receive close study.
Spectrum scarcity is another limiting factor of future densified networks. One approach
to deal with this problem is to share the spectrum, which can be realized in either licensed or
unlicensed band. Spectrum sharing in licensed band has been widely studied under the main
category of horizontal and vertical sharing [9]. In horizontal spectrum sharing, entities have
the same priority while in vertical sharing, the secondary user has lower priority in comparison
with the primary user. Seeking the additional spectrum has further led to idea of benefiting
unlicensed band and oﬄoading part of the long term evolution (LTE) data to the underutilized
unlicensed spectrum. Considering the fact that 2.4 GHz Industrial, Scientific and Medical
(ISM) and 5 GHz Unlicensed National Information Infrastructure (U-NII) bands are utilized by
low-power wireless local area networks (WLAN) enabled devices, shifting LTE to unlicensed
spectrum requires the new strategy to create an efficient coexistence between the two networks.
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Another approach to cope with the resource scarcity and support the high traffic demand is
to create an overlap in the resources assigned to different users. In the conventional multi-user
techniques, orthogonal resources (non-overlapping resources) are assigned to different users
and thus the interference has been eliminated. Evidently, the number of users that can be served
is limited to the amount of resources. To address this restriction, a new direction of study,
namely non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA) has become of broad and current interest.
Thanks to non-orthogonality aspect of NOMA, the number of users can be enlarged regardless
of available resources. It is worth mentioning that the space and power constraints as explained
earlier are even more emphasized in user ends, which highlights the significance of new energy
efficient transmission scheme which can be applied to users under NOMA transmission.
1.3 Thesis Objectives
The main objective of this thesis is to study the aforementioned challenges and difficulties of
next generation of wireless communication systems and develop novel approaches to alleviate
these problems. To be more specific, we aim to
• Design and evaluate a compact implementation of MIMO systems and reduce the number
of RF chains. Implementation of such a compact and energy efficient system is vital in
many applications specificly in low-power devices such as wearable devices and IoT
applications.
• Develop a spatially and efficient strategy for the coexistence of wireless fidelity (Wi-
Fi) and LTE networks in unlicensed band which barely depends on modification in the
current network infrastructure and protocols. In particular, we consider the interference
reduction of one network on the other one to provide a cost-effective concurrent networks
environment.
• Improve the network capacity with NOMA and for limited-power users who have con-
straint on the number of RF chains. It is crucial to achieve a sufficient capacity with
minimum number of RF chains. In essence, we aim to enhance the transmission capac-
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ity by assigning the overlapped resources to the users while preserving the requirement
of energy-efficient single RF chain.
1.4 Technical Contributions of the Thesis
The main contribution of the thesis is as follows:
• In Chapter 3 we propose a novel two-stage optimum antenna grouping scheme in gen-
eralized spatial modulation (GSM) with dual-polarized (DP) antennas. In the first stage
of the proposed scheme, we select antennas with their polarizations as group indicators
followed by the second stage, which determines the potential antennas and polarizations
that can be selected within each group. The proposed algorithm directly chooses the
activated antennas and therefore, completely eliminates the necessity of search over an
extensive space.
• In Chapter 4, we propose to use the space dimension and beamforming to facilitate the
effective coexistence and inter-network coordination. Two distinct approaches to eval-
uate the proposed coexistence mechanism, namely, Wi-Fi received power minimization
and LTE user signal to noise ratio (SNR) maximization, have been investigated. The
two proposed algorithms are simulated to show the potential and effective feasibility of
coexistence between Wi-Fi and LTE in unlicensed spectrum.
• Chapter 5 focuses on muli-user scenario. We consider the uplink transmission where
each user is constraint with single RF chain due to the space consideration. We imple-
ment the non-orthogonal multiple access to enhance the network capacity. Doing so, we
first, analyze the performance of SM-based uplink NOMA transmission. Moreover, we
propose a capacity-based pairing strategy for users with SM transmission.
1.5 Scope of Thesis
The rest of this dissertation is organized as follows:
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The concept of SM (which is the fundamental building block for rest of the thesis) has been
discussed in Chapter 2 followed by literature survey. After that, various detection algorithms
have been introduced (including zero forcing (ZF), minimum mean square error (MMSE), suc-
cessive interference cancellation (SIC), maximum likelihood (ML), and log-likelihood ratio
(LLR)). At the end of the Chapter, performance analysis of SM with different detection algo-
rithms (together with their advantages and disadvantages) have been discussed.
In Chapter 3 we study the benefit of antenna selection in SM-MIMO system. In addition,
we consider two orthogonal polarization (whose dimension is twice the virtual system with uni-
polarized antennas) to make a compact deployment. Utilizing dual-polarized antenna elements
is a promising solution to the problem of space limitation in MIMO system while creating a
sufficient inter-antenna correlation. Such a compact implementation is even more favorable in
scenarios when the number of antennas increases as in the case of massive MIMO.
In Chapter 4, we take advantage of inherent aspect of LTE anf Wi-Fi networks, i.e., multiple
antennas, to steer the beam into the desired direction and thus alleviate the inevitable impact
of LTE deployment in unlicensed band on the performance of Wi-Fi operators. To be more
specific, we start with the system model including the coexistence of networks and optimize the
beamforming weights in two different approaches, namely Wi-Fi received power minimization
and LTE user SNR maximization.
In Chapter 5, we investigate the uplink transmission with NOMA for the users with limited
number of RF chains. In particular, we consider the users utilizing SM and we apply the suc-
cessive interference cancellation to detect the massage. After that, we look into the achievable
sum rate capacity of of the SM-NOMA as a criteria to study the effect of pairing in SM-NOMA.
Chapter 2
Principle and Detection Analysis of
Spatial Modulation
2.1 Modulation in Space Domain
In communication systems, the characteristics of a signal does not, by nature, match the char-
acteristics of channel. That is why a transmitted signal is preprocessed before being conveyed,
so that it meets the essential properties of the channel. Modulation, is a process of modifying
signal such that it can be fit to channel. Conventionally, there are three main features of the
signal that can be exploited to carry different information resulting in the following modulation
schemes:
• Frequency modulation (FM)
• Amplitude modulation (AM)
• Phase modulation (PM)
Accordingly, in MIMO communication, every signal corresponding to a particular antenna is
being modulated individually. Nevertheless, MIMO systems are suffering from certain chal-
lenges, such as inter antenna interference (IAI), and synchronization error. Another difficulty
in MIMO communication is related to number of RF chains. On one side (depending on the
application and/or for economical and environmental reasons), there may not be enough space
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for large number of RF chains. On the other side, each RF chain contains a power amplifier,
which is the most power hungry component of the circuit. Therefore, increasing number of
RF chains is prohibitive as it reduces the energy efficiency of the system, which is vital for
low-power applications such as in IoT devices.
In order to address these challenges while benefiting from space dimension, new modu-
lation scheme is required for the next generation of wireless communication systems. One
promising solution, which have become of broad and current interest, is known as index mod-
ulation. One approaches to implement index modulation is to solely utilize the antenna index
(instead of signal itself) for the sake of information conveyance. This method is known as space
shift keying (SSK) modulation [10], where the input bit stream enters into SSK mapper and
works as a switch between transmit antenna elements. In other words, only a single antenna
is used at any particular transmission instance to propagate the power and rest of the antenna
elements are de-active. More general form of SSK is proposed in [11] and is well-known as
generalized SSK (G-SSK) modulation. In this G-SSK, Na antennas are simultaneously acti-
vated to propagate the power.
While SSK and G-SSK benefit from simple and low-cost implementation, they suffer from
low data rates. Therefore, in order to increase the spectral efficiency, the active antennas at
SSK and G-SSK can be deployed to transmit a conventional constellation symbol. The idea
of transmitting a symbol constellation from single active antenna is proposed by Mesleh et
al. [12], which is recognized as spatial modulation (SM).
2.1.1 Spatial Modulation Technique
As mentioned earlier, unlike SSK modulation, where input bits operates as a switch to select
an antenna, in SM the input bit stream is divided into two portions as shown in Fig. 2.1a
by S1 and S2. Throughout the transmission, one part, say (S2), is used to switch between
antennas, i.e., assuming two transmit antennas, first and second antenna is switched on when
S2 is zero and one, respectively. Subsequently, the other part of data stream (S1) is mapped to
the constellation space, which will be further transmitted by the activated antenna.
Fig. 2.1b is an example of SM-MIMO system with 4 transmit antennas conveying a QPSK
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(a) Using part of an input stream to switch
between transmit antennas.
(b) Constellation symbols transmitted over different antennas at first
transmission instant.
(c) Constellation symbols transmitted over different antennas at second
transmission instant.
Figure 2.1: Illustration of SM transmission algorithm [1].
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Table 2.1: SM scheme, Mapping input bits to corresponding constellation symbols and antenna
space.
Incoming bits Symbol bits Antenna xT Xs
symbol bits︷ ︸︸ ︷
0 0
antenna︷ ︸︸ ︷
0 0 00 1
[
0 0 0 1
]
1
0001 00 2
[
0 0 1 0
]
1
0010 00 3
[
0 1 0 0
]
1
0011 00 4
[
1 0 0 0
]
1
0100 01 1
[
0 0 0 j
]
j
0101 01 2
[
0 0 j 0
]
j
0110 01 3
[
0 j 0 0
]
j
0111 01 4
[
j 0 0 0
]
j
1000 10 1
[
0 0 0 −1
]
-1
1001 10 2
[
0 0 −1 0
]
-1
1010 10 3
[
0 −1 0 0
]
-1
1011 10 4
[
−1 0 0 0
]
-1
1100 11 1
[
0 0 0 − j
]
-j
1101 11 2
[
0 0 − j 0
]
-j
1110 11 3
[
0 − j 0 0
]
-j
1111 11 4
[
− j 0 0 0
]
-j
constellation symbol. This example requires two bits of input for the spatial domain and an-
other two bits for the constellation symbol ( which results in transmission of 4 bits at each
transmission time). For the sake of illustration, assume the input bits in a particular transmis-
sion instant is 1110. Such an input can be further divided into 11 and 10 (as explained before).
The first part (11) is mapped to the antenna space and thus it activates the fourth antenna, which
is shown by color red. Notice that rest of the antennas are silent. The second part of the in-
put bits (10) is assigned to the constellation diagram, which correspond to the third symbol in
QPSK and is highlighted by color yellow in the Figure. As a result, the constellation symbol
corresponding to input 10 is transmitted over fourth antenna element.
Alternatively, Fig. 2.1c gives an example of another transmission instance, when the input
bits are assume to be 0001. The aforementioned SM mapping strategy is tabulated in Table 2.1.
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2.1.2 Multi-stream Generalized Spatial Modulation
As in the case of SSK and G-SSK, SM can be generalized to trigger 1 < Na < Nt antennas
and transmit more than one symbol at a given transmission attempt. As such, generalized
spatial modulation (G-SM) takes the advantages of conventional SM as well as benefiting from
diversity gain. It worth mentioning that, deciding on an appropriate number of active antennas
(Na) is an important factor as it brings a trade of between complexity and data rate. For the
purpose of illustration, notice that there are
 NtNa
 different combinations to select Na antennas
from the total Nt transmitters. On the other hand, considering m bits to select a set of antennas
containing Na elements results in 2m choices, which causes

 MNa

2m
 distinct options. As an
example, consider a system with 4 transmit antennas out of which only 2 active antennas are
required. Furthermore, assume m = 2. In such an example, there exists
 42
 = 6 sets including
two antennas among which only 2m = 22 = 4 sets can be used for the transmission. This
results in
 64
 = 15 different combinations. Notice that, increasing the number of transmit
antennas dramatically enlarges the number of combinations, each with different performance
[13]. Therefore, to address the challenge of selecting the optimum set of antennas by a feasible
approach, that eliminates the exhaustive search over entire set of combinations, is vital and
subject of the next Chapter.
An example of G-SM bit mapping strategy from input bits to antenna space and symbol
constellation is tabulated in Table 2.2. In this example, two activated antennas out of four
transmit antennas are used to convey a QPSK symbol.
In addition to enhanced spectral efficiency, G-SM has another advantage over SM trans-
mission. Particularly, unlike SM, where number of transmit antennas has to be a power of two,
G-SM does not have any constraint in this regard.
In addition to SSK/G-SSK and SM/G-SM, there are other methods to spatially modulate
the signal while increasing the spectral efficiency. Examples of these methods are quadrature
spatial modulation (QSM) and enhanced spatial modulation (ESM). It is also worth mention-
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Table 2.2: G-SM scheme, Mapping input bits to corresponding constellation symbols and an-
tenna space, Nt = 4, Na = 2, m = 2, QPSK.
Incoming bits Symbol bits Antennas xT Xs
symbol bits︷ ︸︸ ︷
0 0
antenna index︷ ︸︸ ︷
0 0 00 (1,2) 1√
2
[
1 1 0 0
]
1
0001 00 (3,4) 1√
2
[
0 0 1 1
]
1
0010 00 (2,3) 1√
2
[
0 1 1 0
]
1
0011 00 (4,1) 1√
2
[
1 0 0 1
]
1
0100 01 (1,2) 1√
2
[
j j 0 0
]
j
0101 01 (3,4) 1√
2
[
0 0 j j
]
j
0110 01 (2,3) 1√
2
[
0 j j 0
]
j
0111 01 (4,1) 1√
2
[
j 0 0 j
]
j
1000 10 (1,2) 1√
2
[
−1 −1 0 0
]
-1
1001 10 (3,4) 1√
2
[
0 0 −1 −1
]
-1
1010 10 (2,3) 1√
2
[
0 −1 −1 0
]
-1
1011 10 (4,1) 1√
2
[
−1 0 0 −1
]
-1
1100 11 (1,2) 1√
2
[
− j − j 0 0
]
-j
1101 11 (3,4) 1√
2
[
0 0 − j − j
]
-j
1110 11 (2,3) 1√
2
[
0 − j − j 0
]
-j
1111 11 (4,1) 1√
2
[
− j 0 0 − j
]
-j
ing that non of the aforementioned spatial modulation techniques requires any channel state
information at the transmitter.
In summary, deploying a MIMO system brings a number of challenges, some of which are
itemized as follows and can be eliminated by spatial modulation techniques:
• Transmission of multiple bit streams requires the inter- antenna synchronization at the
transceiver sides.
• Each RF chain consists of PA, which in turn is the most power hungry component of the
system. Therefore, as the number of RF chain increases, the energy and power-efficiency
decreases.
• Inter-channel interference, which is a result of conducting multiple antennas degrades
the performance.
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2.2 Detection Algorithms
While the benefits of MIMO systems are well known for the future communication systems,
yet another difficulty of MIMO systems arises at the receiver side during the signal detection.
In general, detection algorithms fall into two main categories, i.e., linear and non-linear detec-
tions, some of which are discussed in this Section.
2.2.1 Low-complex Suboptimal Linear Detection
Linear detection algorithms aim to detect all transmitted streams at once by reversing the effect
of channel. Nevertheless, detection of all streams together reduces the diversity order.
Zero Forcing (ZF) Detection Algorithm
In ZF detection algorithm, the received signal is multiplied by inverse of the channel matrix to
achieve
H−1y = x + H−1n. (2)
This equation can be further used to detect the transmitted signal x. In other words, the weight
matrix in ZF is defined as WZF = H−1. Notice that in some practical applications, different
number of antennas are located at the transmitter and receiver. In such cases, the inverse of the
channel matrix can be replaced by its psudo-inverse and thus
WZF =
(
HHH
)−1
HH. (3)
It is also worth mentioning that, maximum ratio combining (MRC) approach is a spatial
case of ZF. In particular, in scenarios, where there are single transmit antenna and multiple
receive antennas, ZF reduces to MRC [2].
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Minimum Mean Square Error (MMSE) Detection Algorithm
Considering the last term in (2), one can notice that when the channel is in deep fade, i.e., chan-
nel coefficients are close to zero, noise component enhances and deteriorates the performance
of detection. Therefore, in order to alleviate noise enhancement, another approach has been
proposed to find the weight matrix at the receiver side, which is based on minimizing the mean
square error and can be written as
WMMSE = min
W
E
{
‖x −Wy‖2
}
= min
W
E
{
(x −Wy)H (x −Wy)
}
.
Taking the derivative of the above equation with respect to W and set it to zero results in the
WMMSE represented by
WMMSE =
(
HHH + N0I
)−1
HH. (4)
2.2.2 Successive Interference Cancellation Detection
To further improve the detection performance with acceptable increase in complexity, a series
of linear detection algorithms can be deployed in a multi-stream communication systems. In
this approach, every stream is reduced from the received signal after being detected. This
method is well-known as successive interference cancellation (SIC). For the sake of illustration,
the block diagram of such an algorithm is shown in Fig. 2.2.
2.2.3 Optimal Maximum Likelihood Detection
Similar to SIC, maximum likelihood detection is a non-linear detection. Notice that likelihood
function of received signal y is defined as the following probability
P (y|H, x) = 1√
2piN0
e
−||y−Hx||2
2N0 , (5)
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Figure 2.2: Successive interference cancellation approach [2].
in which N0 is the variance of noise. To detect the transmitted signal, likelihood function needs
to be maximized, which alternatively is equivalent to minimizing the following distance metric
xˆ = arg min
∀x
‖y −Hx‖2, (6)
for all possible constellation symbols.
Notice that although ML detection is computationally expensive (as it searches through
all possible constellations) in comparison with linear detection algorithms, implementation of
ML on SM (shown in Fig. 2.3) achives lower complexity compared to ML detection in spatial
multiplexing (SMX). To be more specific, MIMO-SM with ML detection has 200(Nt−1)/(2Nt+
1)% complexity reduction in comparison with ML detection in SMX with the same spectral
efficiency [3]. That means 40% and more than 66% complexity reduction for systems with two
and four transmit antenna elements, respectively.
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Figure 2.3: Block diagram of SM transmission and ML detection structure [3].
2.2.4 Log-Likelihood Detection Algorithm
The above mentioned detection algorithms are known as hard decision algorithms. Neverthe-
less, in order to reduce the information loss, other detection algorithms have been proposed
based on soft information. An example of such an algorithm is log-likelihood ratio (LLR) [2].
In MIMO systems, it is convenient to deploy soft decision in two steps. In the first stage,
a linear decoder is deployed to separate different bit streams, each of which can be further
considered for LLR calculation. To illustrate, let us consider a received signal as
y =
[
h1 · · · hNt
]
x + n
= h1x1 + · · · + hNt xNt + n. (7)
Then, the received signal can goes through the linear combination (using wi) to separate the
i-th bit as
xˆi = wiy
= wih1x1 + · · · + wihixi + · · · + wihNt xNt + win. (8)
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Notice that, as in the last Section, wi is i-th row of matrix W corresponding to either MMSE or
ZF. In (8), desired component, interference and noise component are
di = wihixi, (9)
Ii =
Nt∑
j = 1, j , i
wih jx j, (10)
and
ni = win, (11)
respectively. In addition, considering independent noise and interference, the overall undesired
signal is a zero mean Gaussian random variable with variance of
σ2i =
Nt∑
j = 1, j , i
∣∣∣wih j∣∣∣2E {∣∣∣x j∣∣∣2} + ‖wi‖2σ2n. (12)
Therefore, the conditional probability of estimating the i-th symbol given the exact value is
obtained by
f (xˆi |xi ) = 1√
2piσ2i
exp
(
−|xˆi − di|
2
2σ2i
)
. (13)
Assuming L-ary modulation, each symbol contains log2(L) bits. Notice that, considering a
certain bit in i-th symbol, say l-th bit (bi,l), the L-ary modulation space can be divided to two
subsets, i.e., those with bi,l = 0 and those with bi,l = 1, which can be represented by S0i,l and
S1i,l. As such, the LLR corresponding to the l-th bit of i-th symbol can be evaluated as
LLR
(
bi,l
)
= ln
∑
x∈S1i,l
f (xˆi |x )∑
x∈S0i,l
f (xˆi |x ) , (14)
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which can be approximated as
LLR
(
bi,l
) ≈ ln
max
x ∈ S 1i,l
f (xˆi |x )
max
x ∈ S 0i,l
f (xˆi |x )
=
1
2σ2i
(∣∣∣xˆi − x0i,l,Opt∣∣∣2 − ∣∣∣xˆi − x1i,l,Opt∣∣∣2) , (15)
where
x0i,l,Opt = arg min
x∈S 0i,l
|xˆi − x|2, (16)
x1i,l,Opt = arg min
x∈S 1i,l
|xˆi − x|2. (17)
Based on above equations and for the sake of illustration, we consider a 2 × 2 MIMO system
and evaluate the performance of LLR detection for different spectral efficiencies, namely, 8
bpcu and 4 bpcu. The results of Monte Carlo simulation is depicted in Fig. 2.5. We consider
the convolutional code with coding rate of 1/2, with block diagram shown in Fig. 2.4.
The channel is assumed to follow Rayleigh distribution and the Viterbi algorithm has been
deployed at the receiver with trace-back length of 32. These parameters are summarized in the
Table 2.3.
Table 2.3: Simulation parameters.
Parameter Value
Nt 2
Nr 2
Coding rate 1/2
Coding scheme Convolutional code
Trace back length for Viterbi algorithm 32
Polynomials 1111001=171(Oct)
1011011=133(Oct)
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Figure 2.4: Convolutional encoder with coding rate of 1/2 [4].
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Figure 2.5: Performance analysis based on LLR detection.
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2.2.5 Performance Analysis of SM with Different Detection Algorithms
As explained earlier, in SM, as opposed to the conventional MIMO systems, a single antenna
is activated and the index of transmit antenna is used for the sake of information transmission.
As a result, one RF chain is needed. Thanks to single RF chain requirement, energy efficient
SM is a promising communication technology for future green transmission systems [1]. It is
also worth mentioning that in conventional MIMO systems, number of receive antennas needs
to be greater than those in transmitter, so that we can be able to apply MMSE or ZF. Never-
theless, as in the future wireless communication systems (such as in massive MIMO), where
number of transmit antennas is dramatically larger than number of receive antennas (consider-
ing downlink), SM becomes more favorable [3]. In addition to energy efficiency, SM reduces
the detection complexity. Maximum likelihood, which is known for its optimality and has
been proposed in [14], reduces the detection complexity from O(MNt) in MIMO multiplexing
to O(MNt) in SM (assuming Nt transmit antennas and constellation size of M). Other types of
sub-optimal detection algorithms for SM-MIMO have been proposed, which further reduces
the complexity. Among all suboptimal detection approaches, [15] has proposed the separate
detection of the index information and symbol constellation and has become one of the most
important approaches. This separation and the fact that only a single antenna is activated allows
us to take advantage of simple MRC approach. As a result, the detection complexity reduces
to O(Nt + M).
In this section, we consider the performance of SM and compare the results with SMX
transmission having the same spectral efficiency. Notice that in SMX different antennas trans-
mit different bit streams and thus number of RF chains is equal to number of transmit antennas.
Let us start with the optimum detection algorithm, i.e., ML detection. In SM, the receiver uses
the ML to jointly detect the transmitted symbol as well as antenna indices.
We have made the comparison for different spectral efficiencies, i.e., R=6 and 10 bits per
channel use (per subcarrier), which have been shown in Fig. 2.6 and Fig. 2.7, respectively. In
SMX, we consider MIMO configuration with 2 antennas at the transmitter and receiver sides
and the performance has been depicted with black line while different MIMO configurations
for SM have been illustrated with colourful curves.
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Figure 2.6: Comparison of spatial multiplexing and spatial modulation, 6 bits/subcarrier.
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Figure 2.7: Comparison of spatial multiplexing and spatial modulation, 10 bits/subcarrier.
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Considering spectral efficiency of 6, (Fig. 2.6), simulation results show that increasing the
number of antennas, while utilizing a single RF chain, SM outperforms the MIMO system with
SMX transmission. Likewise, for higher spectral efficiency, i.e., R=10 bpcu shown in Fig. 2.7,
large number of antennas enables SM to achieve the performance of SMX while benefiting
from low cost and power efficient implementation.
Fig. 2.8 shows the performance of SM in terms of ABER based on MRC detection and its
comparison with ML algorithm. Notice that, in SM with MRC algorithm, detection of constel-
lation symbols depends on the estimation of activated antenna index and thus if the antenna
index is detected erroneously, the symbol estimation would be highly incorrect. This results
can be seen in Fig. 2.8, where the joint detection of antenna index and symbol constellation,
i.e., ML detection, outperforms the MRC approach.
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Figure 2.8: Comparison of MRC and ML detection of SM.
Finally, we have made the comparison of SM and SMX with LLR detection. Two different
MIMO configurations are shown in Fig. 2.9 and Fig. 2.10. Comparing two aforementioned
Figures, one can see that for the same spectral efficiency, increasing the number of antennas
enables SM to outperform SMX.
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Figure 2.9: 2 × 2 SM-MIMO and SMX comparison based on LLR detection, R = 4.
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Figure 2.10: 4 × 4 SM-MIMO and SMX comparison based on LLR detection, R = 4.
Chapter 3
Antenna Selection in Dual-Polarized
Generalized Spatial Modulation
3.1 Introduction
The anticipated 1,000 times of dramatic capacity increase in 5-th generation (5G) wireless
networks has created many fundamental challenges. To meet the network capacity of 5G, mas-
sive multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO), which utilizes antenna array with a large number
of elements, has been widely considered as a critical enabling technology for 5G due to its
advantage of significantly increased spatial frequency reuse factor through the beamformed
spatial transmission. However, the number of RF chains (which dominates the implementation
cost of MIMO systems), needs to be equal to the number of antennas in conventional MIMO
systems. Consequently, this requirement will drastically increase the implementation cost of
massive MIMO systems due to a large number of antennas involved. As an alternative, spatial-
modulation emerges as one promising solution to benefit from a large number of antennas
while having limited number of RF chains, without sacrificing the data rate.
Spatial modulation (SM) is a relatively new transmission scheme, which uses the space
dimension of antenna array to convey part of the bit stream to be transmitted [12]. In partic-
ular, part of the input bits is used to select an antenna to be activated while the other part is
mapped onto the symbol that is transmitted through the selected antenna. Moreover, while SM
is deployed over the MIMO systems, it uses only one activated antenna, which significantly
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reduces the complexity of the transceivers.
During the recent years, SM is widely considered in literature and its potential benefits
and challenges are evaluated [1]. The advantages of SM in large-scale MIMO systems is
considered in [16]. In addition, the gain achieved by antenna selection in SM is addressed
in [17] considering Euclidean distance and capacity of the system, while in [18], the authors
use circle packing algorithm to maximize the minimum geometric distance between antennas
to minimize the average bit error probability (ABEP) of SM-MIMO. Note that SM is a special
case of generalized SM (GSM), where more than one antenna are used to convey the bit stream
[19,20]. As indicated in [21], as the number of transmit antennas increases, GSM outperforms
the conventional SM and therefore is preferable in massive MIMO. Nevertheless, the authors in
[13] show that the performance of GSM varies depending on the different antenna grouping and
not all of the antenna combinations benefit from sufficiently low ABEP. However, selecting an
antenna group which results in the best performance using the exhaustive search is intractable.
Therefore, to fill this gap, we present a novel and direct antenna grouping in GSM and remove
the necessity of search.
On the other hand, the performance of GSM-MIMO systems deteriorates substantially with
increased correlation among antennas due to insufficient inter-antenna spacing. In other words,
to have adequate uncorrelated channels, antennas should be implemented in the order of half
of the wavelength away from each other. However, by increasing the number of antennas in
large-scale MIMO systems, this space requirement cannot be met with the space constraint of
the transceivers. In addressing this, one promising approach to cope with the space limitation
is to use dual-polarized (DP) antennas [22–26]. Two orthogonal polarizations can be utilized
to differentiate the channels and impose an additional correlation due to the polarization mis-
match. The aforementioned correlation is known as cross-polar discrimination (XPD) and its
impact on the performance of antenna selection is considered in [27]. To take advantage of
DP-MIMO, while exploring the space dimension and benefiting from the performance of the
best antenna groups in GSM, we analyze a novel method to directly determine the optimum
antenna groups in DP-GSM.
The overall contributions of this Chapter are as follows: We analyze a MIMO system de-
ployed with DP antennas. Motivated by the circle packing antenna selection and considering
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GSM scheme, we propose a two-stage algorithm to determine the optimum antenna groups and
activate antennas within each group. In the first stage, we develop the procedure of selecting
a representative antenna and its polarization for each group. In the second stage, we establish
an algorithm to select antennas within each group to benefit from the advantages of GSM. We
use the average bit error probability (ABEP) of the system to evaluate the performance of the
proposed scheme and validate it by making a comparison with ABEP of the optimum antenna
grouping in DP-GSM, which is obtained by the exhaustive search. In addition, we compare the
performance of the proposed antenna grouping in DP-GSM system with the optimum perfor-
mance of the system with uni-polarized (UP) antennas, whose number of antennas are twice as
many as that of DP-MIMO.
The Chapter is organized as follows: In Section II, we introduce the system model and
characteristics of the DP channel. The proposed algorithm on DP GSM is provided in Section
III followed by the performance analysis in Section IV. We present the simulation results in
Section V and conclude the Chapter in Section VI.
3.2 System Model
We consider a MIMO system with Nt and Nr DP antennas at transmitter and receiver, respec-
tively, which leads to a 2Nt × 2Nr dimensional channel between transmitter and receiver. We
use Nt DP antennas to transmit m+ ` bits at each transmission instance. Therefore, the spectral
efficiency of such a system is R = m + ` bits per channel use (bpcu). In other words, at each
transmission instant, m + ` bits are chosen from the incoming bit stream. ` bits are mapped
onto the L-ary symbol space, where L = 2` and X =
{
X1, . . . Xk, . . . XL
}
represents the
set of constellation symbols. The other m bits are used to select one antenna group contain-
ing Na antennas. In this work, we do not consider mapping optimization and therefore, both
bit-to-antenna and also bit-to-symbol are uniformly mapped. Notice that the transmitted signal
can be represented by a 2Nt × 1 vector xu,s, whose entries are 0 in all but Na positions, which
denote the indices of activated antennas in uth group. We assume that all Na activated antennas
transmit the same symbol s ∈ X and therefore, the values of all non-zero elements of transmit
signal are the same and based on the selected modulation symbol. We assume there is a power
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constraint of unity for transmitted signal, i.e., Ex
[
xu,sHxu,s = 1
]
.
The transmit signal vector, xu,s, is then transmitted over a DP-MIMO channel and received
by an array of 2Nr antennas as
y =
1√
Na
Hxu,s + ν (1)
where division by
√
Na is for the purpose of power normalization. y and ν are the 2Nr × 1
vectors representing received signal and channel noise, respectively. The elements of ν are
independent identically distributed (i.i.d.) complex Gaussian variables with zero mean and
variance N0, i.e., νk ∼ CN(0,N0) for k = 1, . . . , 2Nr, thus signal to noise ratio (SNR) is defined
by S NR = η = EsN0 =
1
N0
. H represents the 2Nr × 2Nt channel matrix between transmitter and
receiver whose elements are possibly correlated complex Gaussian random variables. Unlike
uni-polarized antennas, correlation in MIMO channel with DP antennas includes the polar-
ization effects within each DP antenna as well as spatial correlation due to the insufficient
space between antennas. To shed lights on the impact of different correlation matrices, we first
consider the single DP antenna at transmitter and receiver, which is also known as two-input
two-output (TITO) system in the following subsection and exhibit the effect of polarization
correlation. Consequently, we extend the TITO to MIMO scenario and present the impact of
spatial correlation.
3.2.1 TITO Scenario
We consider a TITO system, where only one dual-polarized antenna is deployed at the trans-
mitter and receiver. Therefore, the equivalent channel H is a 2 × 2 matrix. If the channel is
not rich enough to adequately distinguish different polarizations, the channel would be affected
by the polarization correlation (XPC) between orthogonal polarization directions. However, as
stated in [28], the polarization correlations are small can be ignored in calculations for the sake
of simplicity. However, we consider it in our analytical derivations. The effect of polarization
correlation in transmitter and receiver can be represented in matrix form as
Πt =
 1 γtγ∗t 1
 , Πr =
 1 γrγ∗r 1
 , (2)
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respectively, where
γt =
E
{
hip,iph
∗
ip,ip′
}
√
µ (1 − µ) =
E
{
hip′ ,iph
∗
ip′ ,ip′
}
√
µ (1 − µ) ,
γr =
E
{
h jp, jph
∗
jp′ , jp
}
√
µ (1 − µ) =
E
{
h jp, jp′h
∗
jp′ , jp′
}
√
µ (1 − µ) ,
and 0 < µ ≤ 1 represents the amount of power leakage from one polarization to the other. In
other words,
µ = E
{∣∣∣hip,ip′ ∣∣∣2} = E {∣∣∣hip′ ,ip ∣∣∣2} , (3)
where hip,ip′ represents the channel coefficient between ith antenna with pth polarization and
ith antenna with its orthogonal polarization, p′. Similarly, the rest of the power is expressed as
1 − µ = E
{∣∣∣hip,ip ∣∣∣2} = E {∣∣∣hip′ ,ip′ ∣∣∣2} . (4)
The power ratio of co-polar to cross polar terms are characterized by XPD as described in [24]
and shown by
χ =
1 − µ
µ
. (5)
The amount of XPD is proportional to the capability of the channel to distinguish between the
two polarization directions.
3.2.2 MIMO Scenario
In this part, we consider the more general case with Nt and Nr DP antennas at the transmitter
and receiver, respectively. Accordingly, the spatial correlation between antennas due to the
insufficient spacing of antennas at transmitter and receiver can be represented in a matrix form,
Σt and Σr, respectively. Notice that the correlation between separated antennas exponen-
tially decreases as the geometrical distance between them increases. Therefore, the correlation
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among ith and jth antenna can be calculated as in [18]
[Σt]i, j = α
di, j
t (6)
where |αt| < 1 and di, j denotes the distance between ith and jth antennas.
Considering the effects of polarization correlation and spatial correlation, the generalized
2Nr × 2Nt dual-polarized channel matrix can be written as [24]
H =
(
1Nr×Nt ⊗ Γ
)  (Ψr 12HwΨt 12 ) (7)
where Γ is the leakage matrix which can be written as
Γ =

√
1 − µ √µ
√
µ
√
1 − µ
 . (8)
The operator  denotes the element-by-element Hadamard multiplication. Hw is the size 2Nr ×
2Nt matrix modelling the fading part of the channel. The elements of Hw are independent
and identically distributed (i.i.d.), circularly symmetric zero mean complex Gaussian variables
with unit variance. 1Nr×Nt is an all one Nr × Nt matrix and ⊗ denotes the Kronecker products.
Finally, it can be shown that Ψr = Σr ⊗Πr and Ψt = Σt ⊗Πt.
In order to adopt the antenna configuration as in [18], we assume the number of DP transmit
antennas is a power of 2, i.e., log2(Nt) is an integer. We assume the antennas are located in a
square manner, where the number of antennas, A, in each edge of the square can be calculated
as in [18] given by
A =

√
Nt if log2(Nt) is even
3 ×
√
Nt
8 if log2(Nt) is odd.
(9)
Notice that when the log2(Nt) is an odd number, Ainner =
√
Nt
8 antennas (located at the center
of the square) are removed. Fig. 3.1 demonstrates the antenna configuration when number of
DP antennas is 8 and 4, respectively,
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.1: DP antenna configuration with different number of antennas, a) Nt = 8 DP anten-
nas, b) Nt = 4 DP antennas.
3.3 Proposed Antenna Grouping
In this section, we present the antenna grouping in DP-GSM MIMO systems and deduce the
framework to select Na antennas within each group. In this regard, first we discuss the selection
of antennas together with their polarization, which are representative of different group. Con-
sequently, we consider the selection of Na antennas within each group. Finally, the tractability
of the algorithm is compared with exhaustive search over all possible combinations of antenna
groups.
3.3.1 Selection of Group Indicators
Considering m bits to select a group containing Na antennas as mentioned earlier, is equivalent
to having 2m groups of antennas. As stated in [18], the optimum performance in terms of ABEP
can be achieved when these groups are chosen such that the correlation between them is low.
Nevertheless, unlike the uni-polarized system in [18] and as stated earlier in Section II, MIMO
systems with DP antennas are influenced not only by the spatial correlation but also by the
polarization correlation. As the polarization correlation is usually low [28] and thus ignorable,
the lowest correlations are among those antennas which have the most distance from each
other in geometrical point of view, while having orthogonal polarizations. In order to be able
to have the highest spatial distance, we consider the geometrical location of different groups
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indicators to follow the circle packing algorithm as in [18]. However, notice that adjacent
groups suffer from more spatial correlations. Therefore, to reduce the overall correlation we
use different polarization from one group to its adjacent ones. For the sake of illustration, Fig.
3.2 presents an example of group’s indicators (including antenna location and its corresponding
polarization) by bold dashed lines. In this example, number of transmit DP antennas is 32, i.e.,
Nt = 32. In addition, we assume the number of bits assigned to select a group is 3 (i.e., m = 3),
which is equivalent to 23 = 8 groups of antennas.
3.3.2 Selection of Inner Group Antennas
Notice that there are Na antennas to be activated within each selected group. Therefore, we
suggest to select the Na antennas in each group in such a way that they are highly correlated
so that the overall correlation between different groups remains in its minimum level. Con-
sidering the fact that less spatial distance impose more spatial correlation among antennas and
as arrays with similar polarizations are impacted by higher polarization correlation, we select
Na antennas within each group as those which are close in terms of geometrical distance while
having the identical polarizations as those of the indicators . In Fig. 3.2 the activated antennas
in each group are shown as solid bold lines. We assume, Na = 2.
3.3.3 Feasibility of the Algorithm
In this Section, we evaluate the feasibility of the proposed algorithm and compare it with
the size of search space when considering the exhaustive search to find the optimum groups
of antennas to be activated. We illustrate the size of search space in exhaustive search via
an example. Suppose there are Nt antennas at the transmitter and Na activated antennas are
used to convey the information symbols. Therefore, there are
 NtNa
 different combinations
of antennas. In addition, m bits from input bit stream being mapped to the antenna space is
equivalent to selection of 2m groups of antennas out of the total
 NtNa
 groups. That results in
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Figure 3.2: An example of antenna grouping considering their distance and polarizations, as-
suming Nt = 32 DP antennas, m = 3, and Na = 2.
the search space of

 NtNa

2m
 different combinations. Table 3.1 shows size of the search space
when Nt = 16, and for different values of Na and m.
m\Na 2 3
1

(
16
2
)
2
 = 7140

(
16
3
)
2
 = 156520
2

(
16
2
)
4
 = 8214570

(
16
3
)
4
 > 4 × 109
3

(
16
2
)
8
 > 8 × 1011

(
16
3
)
8
 > 8 × 217
Table 3.1: Size of the search space for different values of Na and m.
As shown in Table 3.1, the search space dramatically increases as m and Na become larger.
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The large size of the search space in exhaustive search makes it intractable and highlights the
importance of proposed scheme. Unlike in exhaustive search, the proposed method directly
select the groups and antennas within each group together with their polarizations as explained
in Section II (sub-section A and B) and illustrated in Fig. 3.2. Consequently, the proposed
approach totally eliminates the search requirement.
Notice that Na = 1 is a special case indicating the conventional spatial modulation. In
such case, the proposed scheme reduces the dual-polarized version of the algorithm presented
in [18] which still requires following the polarization switch from one activated antenna group
to its adjacent groups.
3.4 Performance Analysis
To evaluate the accuracy of the proposed scheme, we consider the average bit error probability
(ABEP) using the well-known upper bounding relation of [29] as
P¯b ≤ 12R
2m∑
u=1
2m∑
uˆ=1
L∑
s=1
L∑
sˆ=1
N(u, uˆ, s, sˆ)
R
P¯s(u, uˆ, s, sˆ) (10)
where, R is the spectral efficiency as defined before. N(u, uˆ, s, sˆ) is the number of bits in error
between the respective channel/polarization and symbol index pairs, and P¯s(u, uˆ, s, s) is the
corresponding average pairwise symbol error probability (APEP). Notice that each APEP is
expressed as
P¯s(u, uˆ, s, sˆ) = E
Q 
√
‖ z ‖2
2
 (11)
where z = 1√
N0Na
(Hxu,s − Hxuˆ,sˆ). For the sake of simplicity in the analytical derivation, we
alternatively represent the z vector in vectorized form as
z =
1√
N0Na
Υvec
((
1Nr×Nt ⊗ Γ
))  (Ψ 12 vec (Hw))
=
1√
N0Na
Υdiag
{
vec
((
1Nr×Nt ⊗ Γ
))} (
Ψ
1
2 vec (Hw)
)
(12)
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where Υ =
(
xu,s − xuˆ,sˆ) ⊗ I and Ψ = ΨTt ⊗ Ψr. As stated in [13], it can be shown that z forms
a proper complex Gaussian random vector with its mean vector 0 and covariance matrix of Λz
expressed as
Λz =
1
N0Na
ΥΓ′ΨΓ′†Υ† (13)
where Γ′ = diag
{
vec
(
1Nr×Nt ⊗ Γ
)}
and diag{.} represents a diagonal matrix. As given in [30],
the APEP in (9) can be computed by
P¯s(u, uˆ, s, sˆ) =
1
pi
∫ pi
2
0
∣∣∣∣∣ Λz4 sin2 θ + I
∣∣∣∣∣−1dθ. (14)
Once each APEP term is computed via (14) the ABEP in (10) can be obtained conveniently.
3.5 Simulation Results
In this section, we present simulation results to evaluate the performance of the proposed an-
tenna grouping scheme in DP-GSM systems. To this end, we consider the derived ABEP in
the last Section. We assume Nt = 8 and Nr = 1 DP transmit and receive antennas, respectively.
we assume γ = 0.1, as larger values usually are not considered [24]. All Figures provide the
simulations for the scenarios when there are low and high spatial correlations among transmit
antennas. In all Figures, two sets of curves represent the performance of the system with low
spatial correlation between transmit DP antennas (depicted by the solid lines) and the highly
correlated DP antennas at the transmitter (dashed lines). In all simulations, we assume αt = 0.1
for low spatial correlation and αt = 0.8 when the transmit DP antennas are highly correlated.
In all Figures and for both set of curves, we compare the performance of the proposed algo-
rithm and compare it with the best and the worst performances, which are obtained based on
exhaustive search. Thus for the sake of comparison and to achieve antennas which result in
the best and worst ABEP performances, we have evaluated the analytical derivations at a fixed
SNR, i.e., SNR=30 dB and consider exhaustive search (ES) over all possible antenna groups.
To this end and to be able to do the comparison, i.e., to make the exhaustive search tractable(
without loss of generality), we consider 2 groups of antennas, i.e., m = 1.
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In Fig. 3.3 we assume two antennas are used (Na = 2) to transmit a QPSK and 8-PSK
symbols in different subfigure, i.e. R = 3 and 4 bpcu in part a and b, respectively. Likewise, in
Fig. 3.4, we consider 3 activated antennas (Na = 3) conveying QPSK and 8-PSK constellations
in part a and b, respectively. The results indicate the tight match of the proposed antenna
grouping algorithm with the best performance. All simulated performances are compared with
the ABEP upper bounds; in the Figures, the simulated BER results are depicted only with the
markers while the ABEP upper bounds are plotted with lines.
In addition, we compare the proposed method in DP-MIMO with the best performance of
the equivalent channel with uni-polarized (UP) antenna elements. We use exhaustive search
to find the antenna groups which results in the best ABEP. Notice that the number of physical
channels in Nt × Nr DP-MIMO is equivalent to the those of the system with 2Nt × 2Nr uni-
polarized (UP) arrays. More specifically, we evaluate the performance of 16 × 2 UP-MIMO
and compare it with 8 × 1 DP-MIMO. Notice that, since we consider the same antenna con-
figuration as in [18], 16 UP antennas occupies 4/3 more space in each edge of the square. In
other words, each edge contains 4 antennas in UP scenario while 3 DP antennas in DP-MIMO
systems. We make the comparison in both cases of low and high correlated antennas. The per-
formance of the UP-MIMO in Fig. 3.3 and Fig. 3.4 are depicted by bold lines. Notice that low
and high correlations between antennas indicate the inter-antenna spacing is large and small,
respectively.
As shown in the Figures, in low correlation channels, DP-GSM suffers for about 3 dB
performance loss while benefiting from the compact implementation. The advantages of DP-
GSM is more highlighted in high correlated channels. Notice that in practice, antennas are
implemented closed to each other (due to the space limitation), which impose higher correla-
tion between antennas. In this scenario, DP-GSM reaches the performance of UP-GSM and
yet take the advantage of close-packed deployment. These observations together with search
elimination to find the optimum antenna groups highlights the importance of the direct antenna
grouping method in DP-GSM.
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3.6 Conclusion
In this Chapter, we use antenna polarization to differentiate different channels while achiev-
ing compact implementation of wireless transceivers with multiple antennas. We propose a
two-stage antenna grouping scheme in generalized spatial modulation MIMO systems with
dual-polarized antennas, which leads to the lowest possible ABEP (optimum performance).
This algorithm directly selects the groups and activated antennas within each group, thus elim-
inating the requirement of searching for the groups with the best ABEP performance. The
ABEP performance of the proposed algorithm is validated by Monte Carlo simulations. We
also compare the ABEP of the proposed antenna grouping in DP-GSM with the optimum an-
tenna groups which are obtained by exhaustive search and the results from the two methods
are tightly matched. In addition, the simulation results validate the importance of the algo-
rithm to optimally group the antennas in DP-GSM as compared to UP-GSM. In particular,
when the channel is high correlated, the proposed method for DP-GSM reaches the optimum
performance of the UP-GSM with a twice as many as antennas in DP-MIMO. In low correla-
tion channels, DP-GSM is preferable in terms of physical space while suffering for about 3 dB
performance loss.
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Figure 3.3: Performance comparison of the proposed algorithm with the optimum achievable
ABEP and UP-GSM with different spatial correlation coefficients when Na = 2, for a) R = 3
bpcu, b)R = 4 bpcu.
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Figure 3.4: Performance comparison of the proposed algorithm with the optimum achievable
ABEP and UP-GSM with different spatial correlation coefficients when Na = 3, for a) R = 3
bpcu, b)R = 4 bpcu.
Chapter 4
Co-existence of LTE and Wi-Fi in
Unlicensed Band
4.1 Introduction
The unprecedented data traffic, network densification, and massive connectivity (mostly due
to new applications particularly Internet of things) are the key expectations of the next gener-
ation of wireless communication systems. With its advantages of unlicensed band operation,
Wi-Fi has become a critical access technology for data oﬄoading and massive connectivity.
It is expected that Wi-Fi carries nearly half of the IP traffic through more than 540 million
Wi-Fi hotspots by 2021 [31], which highlights the importance of Wi-Fi technology. However,
there are several major challenges in the current Wi-Fi technology, which makes it difficult for
service provisioning in more demanding industry applications. These challenges range from
its contention-based protocol, which limits the achievable quality of service (QoS), to lack of
inter–network coordination. Hence, to alleviate these challenges, utilizing unlicensed spectrum
for LTE networks, which is recently proposed by Qualcomm [32], becomes a promising solu-
tion. However, the success of aforementioned spectrum shifting from licensed to unlicensed
band for LTE protocol is conditioned on its highly efficient coexistence with densely deployed
Wi-Fi networks which currently utilizes unlicensed spectrum.
To this end, different variations of this recently suggested shift can be classified to LTE
unlicensed (LTE-U), LTE license-assessed access (LTE-LAA) and MuLTEfire, each of which
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has its own characteristic. In other words, the main difference between these versions is the
way they are adopted to fairly coexist with Wi-Fi networks.
The coexistence challenges mainly arise from the inherent difference between Wi-Fi and
LTE protocols. To be more specific, schedule-based LTE protocol was originally meant to
work in the licensed band and is designed for the continuous transmission. As opposed to
LTE, Wi-Fi devices are contention-based and operate based on carrier sense multiple access
with collision avoidance (CSMA/CA). In other words, Wi-Fi device senses the channel, if the
channel is idle and remains idle for distributed inter-frame space (DIFS) amount of time, it
starts the transmission. On the other hand, if the transmitter senses the channel as busy it
generate the back-off time and start to count down the back-off time (it freezes the time if any
other transmission occurs before the back-off time reaches to zero and resumes it once the other
transmission finishes) and starts to transmit when the back-off time counts down to zero.
Considering the contrastive design approaches of Wi-Fi and LTE, it is very likely that Wi-Fi
senses the channel busy and comes to silence when they work in the same band. In particular,
one criterion to have an applicable LTE deployment in unlicensed band with the capability of
simultaneously communications in existence of Wi-Fi networks is that the impact from LTE
on a Wi-Fi AP should be less than that due to another Wi-Fi AP [33]. Nevertheless, there are
several solutions to develop a fair coexistence mechanism. The first approach is to modify the
current LTE-A protocol and utilize listen before talk (LBT) approach, which is analogous to
CSMA/CA and is deployed in LTE-LAA. Notice that, LTE-LAA can achieve higher rate in
comparison with the conventional LTE-A due to the data aggregation from both licensed and
unlicensed bands.
Another promising solution to have effective coexistence of LTE in unlicensed spectrum
and WiFi networks is that LTE-U controls its power in such a way that Wi-Fi senses the channel
as vacant [34] while reducing the interference. The effect of interference due to the coexistence
is studied in [35].
In summary, there is a lack of research considering the spatial domain as an additional
degree of freedom to accommodate concurrent communications from different networks in
unlicensed band. To address this problem, we exploit the concept of beamforming for LTE
base station (BS). Notice that, beamforming is a well-studied technology, which steers the
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beam to the desired direction and exploits the potential benefits of multiple-input multiple-
output (MIMO) antenna, and in particular, space dimension to differentiate between different
directions. While there are several works addressing the advantages of beamforming, it is not
well-studied in the concept of coexistence of LTE and Wi-Fi. For this purpose, authors of [36]
use the MUSIC algorithm, which uses the eigenspace of the noise and signal space, to obtain
the direction of arrival (DoA) and utilize the null steering approach to mitigate the interference
from LTE-LAA BS to Wi-Fi devices.
In this work, we focus on the coexistence of Wi-Fi and LTE-U through the exploration
of beamforming in spatial domain. The proposed approach benefits from multiple antennas
at the LTE-U base station that allows us exploit space dimension to mitigate the unwanted
interference from LTE-U BS to the Wi-Fi APs. To obtain the beamforming vector of LTE-U, we
study two separate constraint optimization problems. In the first approach, we aim to design the
beamformer in such a way that the received power by Wi-Fi AP would be minimized while the
received SNR by LTE-U user equipped (UE) satisfies a certain threshold. This minimized Wi-
Fi received power helps it to identify the channel as vacant. In the second approach, we focus
on maximizing the received SNR at UE subject to the maximum acceptable power threshold
received by Wi-Fi AP.
This Chapter is organized as follows: Section II sheds light to the system model for coexis-
tence of Wi-Fi and LTE-U. Consequently, two constraint optimization approaches, i.e., Wi-Fi
received power minimization and UE received SNR maximization, are discussed in Section III
and IV, respectively, followed by simulation results and conclusion in Section V and VI.
4.2 System Model
In this section, we establish the system model, where LTE-U small cell coexists with a Wi-Fi
network and they share the same frequency band, i.e., 5 GHz. We suppose LTE-U and Wi-
Fi AP are equipped with M and N antennas, respectively. We also assume the Wi-Fi access
point (AP) aims to start the communication with Wi-Fi device while LTE-U is transmitting
information to its cellular UE which has a single antenna. As mentioned earlier, if the received
power experienced by Wi-Fi AP is more than a given threshold, it stops the Wi-Fi AP from the
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Figure 4.1: Networks coexistence and undesired interference from LTE-U on Wi-Fi.
transmission. To address this issue, we deploy beamforming at LTE-U BS to direct the beam to
the desired direction such that the received power at Wi-Fi AP reduces while the SNR received
by cellular UE increases. This transmission scenario is depicted in Fig. 4.1. Accordingly, the
received signal at Wi-Fi AP and UE can be written as
yw =
√
PGws + nw (1)
and
yu =
√
PhTws + nu, (2)
respectively, where yw and nw are N × 1 vector, representing the received signal at Wi-Fi AP
and noise vector whose elements follow from the zero-mean Gaussian random variable with
variance σ2w, i.e., nw ∼ CN(0, σ2wI). G denotes the N × M channel matrix between LTE-U BS
and Wi-Fi AP. In addition, w and s indicate the antenna weight vector and transmitted symbol
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from LTE-U BS. We assume the transmitted signal is independent of channel realization and
E
{
|s|2
}
= 1, in which E {.} represents the expectation value and |.| is the norm of a complex
number. P denotes the transmit power of LTE-U BS. Likewise, yu and nu are the received signal
and noise at UE, where noise is zero-mean Gaussian random variable with variance σ2u, i.e.,
nu ∼ CN(0, σ2u). h is a M × 1 channel vector between LTE-U BS and UE.
In the following, we evaluate two approaches to obtain antenna weight vector, w. Namely,
power minimization and SNR maximization.
4.3 Wi-Fi Received Power Minimization
In this part, our goal is to minimize the received power by Wi-Fi AP (Pw), while satisfying a
given SNR for UE. This minimization problem can be formulated as
min
w
Pw
s.t. SNR ≥ γ
(3)
where γ is a positive value and indicates the minimum acceptable SNR threshold at UE. In
addition, received power at Wi-Fi AP can be expressed as
Pw = PwHG′w + Nσ2w, (4)
where G′ = GHG is the channel correlation matrix.
Notice that the last term in right side of equation (4), which represents the total noise
power at Wi-Fi AP, is independent of antenna weight vector, w, and thus can be eliminated in
the minimization problem. Furthermore, considering (2), the received SNR at user end can be
written as
SNR =
PwHH′w
σ2u
, (5)
where H′ is defined as the correlation matrix given by hhH. In particular, ith element of h, i.e.,
hi, represents the channel between ith antenna at LTE-U BS and UE. Accordingly, substituting
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(4) and (5) in (3), the constraint optimization problem can be alternatively written as
min
w
PwHG′w
s.t. Pw
HH′w
σ2u
≥ γ.
(6)
and can be further simplified to
min
w
wHG′′w
s.t. wHH′′w ≥ 1.
(7)
in which we utilize the following equalities in the objective function and constraint, respec-
tively.
G′′ = PG′, (8)
H′′ =
P
γσ2u
H′ (9)
Also, notice that, G′′ andH′′ are both symmetric as they are the scaled version of the correlation
matrices.
To have more insight on equation (7), we change the variable to w˜ = H′′1/2w, which makes
us able to rewrite the optimization problem in form of
min
w˜
w˜HQw˜
s.t. w˜Hw˜ = 1.
(10)
where Q = H′′H−1/2G′′H′′−1/2. In addition, we replace the inequality in the constraint by equal-
ity. Notice that if the constraint is not active (i.e., inequality in constraint), the variable w˜ can be
scaled down to reach the equality, nevertheless it would result in a lower value of the objective
function. In other words, optimum solution holds when the constraint is active.
In addition, the following proposition is deployed to achieve the analytical solution of our
alternative optimization problem given by (10).
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Proposition 4.3.1 For any symmetric matrix A, the optimum solution of problem
min
x˜
x˜HAx˜
s.t. x˜Hx˜ = 1.
(11)
is equal to the smallest eigenvalue of the matrix A, i.e., λmin(A).
Proof See Appendix A.
As stated in the proposition, the optimum antenna weight vector is the eigenvector of Q
corresponding to the smallest eigenvalue. Furthermore, setting w˜ as the eigenvector which at-
tributes to the smallest eigenvalue, the minimum solution of the problem in (10) is the minimum
eigenvalue of matrix Q, i.e., λmin.
4.4 UE Received SNR Maximization
Unlike in the last section, where we focused on minimizing the received power by Wi-Fi AP
while satisfying quality of service (QoS) for LTE-U UE, in this part, our goal is to determine
the antenna weight vector for LTE-U BS to maximize the SNR in UE subject to maximum
acceptable power at Wi-Fi AP. Therefore, the problem can be formulated as
max
w
SNR
s.t. Pw ≤ PTh.
(12)
Substituting expressions for UE SNR and Wi-Fi received power as given by (4) and (5) in (12),
we obtain
max
w
PwHH′w
σ2u
s.t. PwHG′w + Nσ2w ≤ PTh.
(13)
Considering the similar steps as given in Section III we can reformulate (13) as
max
w
wHH′′′w
s.t. wHG′′′w = 1.
(14)
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where H′′′ = P
σ2u
H′ and G′′′ = PPTh−Nσ2wG
′. Accordingly, the inequality constraint of (13) can
be replaced by equality at the optimum point. Notice that if the constraint is inactive, one
can scales up the antenna weight vector to reach the equality while increasing the objective
function.
To solve (14) the modified version of (11) can be utilized where the minimization can
be change to maximization which results to the optimum weight vector, i.e., the eigenvec-
tor G′′′H−1/2H′′′G′′′−1/2 corresponding to the maximum eigenvalue. In addition, the maximum
solution can be achieved to be the maximum eigenvalue of G′′′H−1/2H′′′G′′′−1/2.
4.5 Simulation Results
In this section, we present the simulation results. We assume number of antennas at LTE-U
BS and Wi-Fi AP to be 8, i.e., M = N = 8, which is compatible with LTE-A standard [37]
and 802.11 ac [38]. We assume that the channel realizations from LTE-U BS to UE (i.e., hi
for i ∈ {1, 2, · · · ,M}) are independent of those from LTE-U BS to Wi-Fi AP (i.e., gp,q for
p ∈ {1, 2, · · · ,N} and q ∈ {1, 2, · · · ,M}). As in [39], we assume that each channel element
composed of a fixed and variable component, which can be represented as
hi = h¯i + h˜i (15)
where h¯i denotes the fixed part of the channel and h˜i represents a zero-mean random variable.
We also assume that h˜i is independent of h˜i′ , for i , i′. Therefore, expected value of hi can
written as
h¯i =
e jθi√
1 + αh
. (16)
where θi is a random variable which is uniformly distributed between 0 and 2pi, i.e., θi ∼
U[0, 2pi],
We also assume, without loss of generality, that the variance of hi follows the following
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expression
var (hi) = var
(
h˜i
)
=
αh
1 + αh
. (17)
where αh in (16) and (17) represents the amount of uncertainty we have for channel realization.
Hence, elements of the matrix H′ can be represented as
h′i, j =
 h¯i, jh¯
∗
i, j +
αh
1+αh
i f i = j
h¯i, jh¯∗i, j elsei f i , j
(18)
where (.)∗ denotes the conjugate of a variable and i, j ∈ {1, 2, · · · ,M}.
The elements of channel matrix from LTE-U BS to Wi-Fi AP (gp,q) can be modeled in a
similar way as a combination of a fixed and variable part given by
gp,q = g¯p,q + g˜p,q (19)
in which
g¯p,q =
e jφp,q√
1 + αg
(20)
is the mean and fixed part of the channel and φp,q is a uniformly distributed random variable in
the interval 0 and 2pi, i.e., φp,q ∼ U[0, 2pi]. In addition, the variance of the variable component
can be written as
var
(
gp,q
)
= var
(
g˜p,q
)
=
αg
1 + αg
. (21)
As for the elements of h, we assume g˜p,q is independent of g˜p′,q′ for all p , p′ and q , q′.
Likewise, elements of the matrix G′ can be written as
g′p,q =
 g¯p,qg¯
∗
p,q +
αg
1+αg
i f p = q
g¯p,qg¯∗p,q elsei f p , q
(22)
for p, q ∈ {1, 2, · · · ,M}.
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Figure 4.2: Minimum received power by Wi-Fi AP vs. QoS threshold for UE, αg = −10 dB
and αh = {−20,−10, 0}.
Fig. 4.2 depicts the received power by Wi-Fi AP while the transmitted power of LTE-U BS
is set to 1.5 Watt. In addition, we assume that the variance of noise is 0.5, i.e., σ2u = σ
2
w = 0.5.
We also assume that uncertainty of channel realization from LTE-U BS and Wi-Fi AP is fixed
and set to −10 dB, i.e., αg = −10 dB. It can be seen from the Figure that increasing the
QoS threshold at UE increases the received signal at Wi-Fi AP. Furthermore, increasing the
uncertainty of the channel realizations leads to higher received power by Wi-Fi AP. However,
as in [36] and [40], assuming 10 dBW as the power limit, beyond which Wi-Fi AP sense the
channel as busy and keep silent, we can grantee the QoS (i.e., SNR) of 18, 20, and 20 dB for
channel uncertainty of 0, −10, and −20, respectively.
Fig. 4.3 illustrate the minimized power obtained at Wi-Fi AP when αh = −10 dB and for
different values of αg, i.e., αg = {0,−10,−20} dB. Rest of the parameters remain the same as
those of Fig. 4.2. While the general trend is the same as in Fig. 4.2, Wi-Fi received power
shows more sensitive behaviour with respect to the uncertainty of the channel connecting LTE-
U BS and Wi-Fi AP. Specifically, there is more change of received power for a given change
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Figure 4.3: Minimum received power by Wi-Fi AP vs. QoS threshold for UE, αh = −10 dB
and αg = {−20,−10, 0}.
in uncertainty in comparison with Fig. 4.2. Fig. 4.3 also shows that UE can achieve maximum
SNR of 13 dB when αg = 0 dB. In other words, Wi-Fi AP can feel the channel as vacant while
we can increase the QoS of UE up to 13 dB. For higher channel certainty (lower αg), SNR can
be increased up to 20 dB and even higher.
Fig. 4.4 illustrates the results of second optimization problem, i.e., SNR maximization at
UE subject to power constraint at Wi-Fi AP for αg = −10 dB while uncertainty of channel h
changes among −20, −10, and 0 dB. It shows that even for high uncertainty, i.e., αh = 0 dB,
UE can achieve up to around 22 dB SNR. It can be also seen that even for a small value of
Wi-Fi power threshold, the SNR of more than 17 dB is feasible.
Fig. 4.5 shows the amount of maximum received SNR at UE terminal versus different
values of power threshold at Wi-Fi AP. The results are shown for the same set of parameter
as those in Fig. 4.4 and fixed value for αh while varying the amount of αg. The Figure shows
that even for high level of uncertainty, UE can achieve satisfactory amount of SNR. This QoS
substantially increase as a result of reduced channel uncertainty.
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Figure 4.4: Maximum received SNR by UE vs. power threshold for Wi-Fi AP, αg = −10 dB
and αh = {−20,−10, 0}.
4.6 Conclusion
In this work, we consider the coexistence of LTE-U and Wi-Fi networks. We deploy beam-
forming technique at LTE-U BS such that Wi-Fi AP sense the channel as unoccupied, which
offers a fair coexistence by making Wi-Fi AP capable of starting the transmission in presence
of LTE-U network. We develop two optimization problems which results in a closed form so-
lution to calculate the antenna weight vector at LTE-U BS in such a way that the two networks
meet the coexistence requirement. In particular, first, we consider minimizing the received
power at Wi-Fi AP while satisfying the QoS constraint at LTE-U UE. Secondly, we maximized
the SNR at LTE-U UE in such a way that received power at Wi-Fi AP remains bellow a cer-
tain threshold. Finally, simulation results confirm the benefit of beamforming as an effective
coexisting mechanism between Wi-Fi and LTE-U.
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Figure 4.5: Maximum received SNR by UE vs. power threshold for Wi-Fi AP, αh = −10 dB
and αg = {−20,−10, 0}.
4.7 Proof of Proposition 4.3.1
We use the fact that any n × n symmetric matrix A can be decomposed and written in terms
of its eigenvalues and eigenvectors as A = UHΛU, where Λ is a diagonalized matrix whose
diagonal elements indicate the eigenvalue of matrix A and U is a unitary matrix. Hence, the
optimization problem given by (11) can be expressed as
min
x˜
x˜HUHΛUx˜
s.t. x˜Hx˜ = 1.
(23)
Changing the variable z = Ux˜ results in
min
z
n∑
p=1
λpz2p
s.t.
n∑
p=1
z2p = 1,
(24)
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where λps for p ∈ {1, 2, · · · , n} are the eigenvalues of matrix A. Notice that, as the matrix U is
a unitary matrix, it can be concluded that zHz = 1, which is further simplified to the constraint
in (24). Notice that if λ j∗ is the smallest eigenvalue then the optimum solution would be the
unit vector whose all elements are zero except the j∗th element which is equal to 1, i.e., zp = 1
if p = j∗ and zp = 0 for p , j∗. Therefore the optimum solution is λ j∗ .
Chapter 5
NOMA-based Communication with
Spatial Modulation
5.1 Introduction
As mentioned earlier, ever increasing demand for connectivity and densification highlights
the importance of more efficient system design in order to further increase the capacity and
throughput of communication sysetms. Unlike the conventional approaches for multiple ac-
cess senarios, such as time division multiple access (TDMA), and frequency division multiple
access (FDMA), where orthogonal resources (time and frequency) are allocated to different
users, non-orthogonal multiple access aims to assign the same time and frequency slots to
users and differentiate them in a non-orthogonal manner [5], and thus achieves the spectrum
efficient multiple access. For dense environments, NOMA is more beneficial as it can support
more users with same resource blocks (frequency and time). In addition, NOMA may provide
service to users who have not been served for a long period of time (because of poor channel
conditions) while offering transmission to users with rich channel realization. Doing so, the
fairness is improved in comparison with orthogonal multiple access (OMA) [41]. Notice that
there are different types of non-orthogonal multiple access which can be divided into three
main categories based on power, code, and pattern [42], among which power domain NOMA
has become more attractive.
In pattern division multiple access (PDMA) [42], each user’s data is mapped to a group of
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Figure 5.1: Principal of NOMA communication with SIC detection [5].
resources. In this concept, resource may refer to either time, frequency, space or any combi-
nation of those. To accomplish the non-orthogonality in power domain, various amounts of
powers are allocated to different users with different channel gains. In addition, users deploy
successive interference cancellation (which has been discussed in Chapter 2) for the purpose
of detection. For the sake of illustration, the power-based NOMA (which has been considered
through this chapter) with SIC detection algorithm has been depicted in Fig. 5.1.
Motivated by the fact that user end devices are small and power limited, it is critical to
design a transmission scheme that meets these constraints. As such, we investigate on the
combination of SM and NOMA, which can benefit from advantages of NOMA while offer-
ing power efficient transmission with limited number of RF chains. In this Chapter, first we
calculate the probability of error for users with SM-NOMA. Later on, we focus on the achiev-
able rate and capacity calculation to evaluate the effect of user pairing based on different user
distances from BS. In capacity calculation, we start with normal multi-user SISO communica-
tion and investigate on the effect of Rician factor. After that we move to MIMO transmission
scenario and implement SM-NOMA.
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5.2 System Model
We consider an uplink transmission system with two users as in [43]. Notice that larger number
of users can be divided into groups of two users and different groups can access the resources in
an orthogonal manner. Furthermore, we assume there are Nt antenna elements at user terminal
(we assume the same number of antennas for all users, without loss of generality) and Nr
antennas at the BS. At each transmission instance, the input bits of each user is divided into two
sub-streams which are used to select one activated antennas and one constellation symbol to
be transmitted via selected antenna. To be more specific, assume `n and mn bits of the first and
second sub-streams of the n-th user (n ∈ {1, 2}) are mapped to the antenna set and constellation
space of size L = 2`n and M = 2mn , respectively. Assume v-th symbol is transmitted by u-th
antenna, where v ∈ {1, · · · ,M} and u ∈ {1, · · · , L}. In particular, transmitted signal of the n-th
user can be shown as
xn = sn,veu, (1)
in which eu is the u-th column of identity matrix. We deploy non-orthogonal multiple access,
where power domain is utilized to differentiate users. As such, users are first ordered by their
channel gains. In order to have the fair quality of service (QoS), user with lower channel gain
(user which is far from the transmitter) transmits its signal with higher power. Accordingly,
signal of the user with high channel gain (close to the transmitter) is transmitted with lower
power. Therefore, the overall received signal at BS is a combination of the signal from both
users, shown by
y =
√
P1H1x1 +
√
P2H2x2 + ν (2)
where Pn denotes the power assigned to n-th user. Without loss of generality, we assume
P1 > P2. We also assume normalized total power and thus,
∑2
n=1 Pn = 1.
The transmitted signal from n-th user, xn, is transmitted through Nr × Nt channel. Assume
that the channel between transmitter and user n is modeled as a flat fading channel and consists
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of a fixed and variable part given by
Hn =
√
K
1 + K
H¯n +
√
1
1 + K
H˜n (3)
where H¯n is the deterministic part of the channel representing the line of sight (LOS) compo-
nent. H˜n denotes multipath fading which is modeled as Rayleigh fading channel. K is the ratio
of the LOS component to NLOS components and is known as Rician factor.
At BS, the signal from user with higher power is interpreted as interference while the sig-
nal of other user with lower power is considered as noise. Therefore, SIC (which has been
described in Chapter 2) algorithm can be implemented. More specifically, BS detects the sig-
nal from the first user, subtracts it from the overall received signal, and then decodes the signal
from the second user.
Notice that the received signal at BS after interference cancellation is given by
y˜ = y − √p1H1xˆ1. (4)
5.3 Average Bit Error Rate Analysis
As mentioned earlier, SIC detection can be used at BS to detect second user’s data and to cancel
the interference from high-power signal from first user. Notice that, for general case of n > 2
users, we can deploy ML for n-th user to jointly detect the symbol and activated antennas of
user j, for j ∈ {1, · · · , n}, from which n − 1 detection is done for the purpose of interference
cancellation which are done in the order of power reduction, and the last detection is done to
detect the data from n-th user. Nevertheless, in this part, we assume two users. Therefore, to
detect to first user’s signal, BS considers the second user’s signal as part of the noise. Thus,
considering (2) for the first user signal detection, we have
y =
√
P1H1x1 +
√
P2H2x2 + ν
=
√
P1H1x1 + ν′ (5)
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where ν′ =
√
P2H2x2 + ν is a zero-mean complex Gaussian random variable with variance(
σ2 + P2 | H2x2 |2
)
I, i.e., ∼
(
0,
(
σ2 + P2 | H2x2 |2
)
I
)
. Therefore, BS deploys ML to detect x1
by minimizing the distance metric as follows
(vˆ1, uˆ1) = minD
(
y − √P1H1x1) . (6)
Notice that, calculating the signal from first user, signal of user 2 is consider as part of the
noise, ν′. Thus, pairwise error probability can be written as
P {noise > d/2} . (7)
Note that noise follows a Gaussian mixture distribution and therefore (7) can be written as
given in [44] by
P {noise > d/2}
=
∫ ∞
− d2
(
1√
piσ2
exp
(
− α
σ2
)
+
1√
piρ2
exp
(
− α
ρ2
))
dα
=
∫ ∞
− d2
1√
piσ2
exp
(
− α
σ2
)
dα +
∫ ∞
− d2
1√
piρ2
exp
(
− α
ρ2
)
dα
(8)
Changing the variable in first and second term of right hand side of (8) as λ1 = α
√
2
σ2
and
λ2 = α
√
2
ρ2
, respectively, results in
P {noise > d/2} = Q

√
‖ d ‖2
2N0
 + Q

√
‖ d ‖2
2ρ2
 (9)
where d is defined as d = Hx1 − Hxˆ1 and can be alternatively written as d = (Υ ⊗ I) vec (H),
in which Υ = (x1 − xˆ1)T. Similar to [45], we can show that d is a proper complex Gaussian
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(PCG) random variable whose mean and variance are derived as
md =
√
K
1 + K
(Υ ⊗ I) vec
(
H¯
)
(10)
Γd =
1
1 + K
(Υ ⊗ I) Ψ (Υ ⊗ I)† . (11)
Consequently, estimating the signal from the first user, and after SIC, data from user 2 can
be estimated by
(vˆ2, uˆ2) = minD
(
y˜ − √P2H2x2) . (12)
5.3.1 Simulation Results
In this section, we evaluate the performance of signal detection from both users in terms of
their average bit error rate based on the derived equations and compare them with Monte Carlo
simulations. In all curves, the theoretical results related to first and second users are shown
by solid line and dashed line, respectively, while the Monte Carlo simulations are shown by
markers.
In order to split the total power, we assume the same received SINR for both users at BS.
In particular, assume that first user is located in more distance from BS compare to the second
user, i.e., the channel of first user is poor while second user has high channel gain. Therefore,
the assumption of equal received SINR can be written as
P1
P2 + σ2
=
P2
σ2
. (13)
In addition, power of two users need to satisfy the overall power condition given by
P1 + P2 = P, (14)
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Figure 5.2: Performance analysis of two users with NOMA transmission and same spectral
efficiencies, i.e., R = 4.
where P is the overall available power. Notice that equations (13) and (14) can be written as
(
P2 + σ2
)2
= σ2P + σ4, (15)
which can be simplified to P2 =
√
σ2P + σ4 − σ2 and P1 = P − P2 = 1 − P2.
In Fig. 5.2, we assume the same number of antennas for the first and second user, with
spectral efficiency of 4.
Fig. 5.3 depicts the more general scenario, in which number of antennas and spectral ef-
ficiencies vary for different users. In particular, we assume 2 bpcu for the first user with two
transmit antennas and 4 bpcu for the second user which transmits from four antenna elements.
In all curves, the simulation results are all tightly match with the theoretical derivations. It
can be seen from the Figures that performance of first user is better than that of second user.
This observation can be justified by the fact that erroneous detection of signal from first user is
propagated through the SIC detection.
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Figure 5.3: Performance analysis of two users with NOMA transmission and different spectral
efficiencies and different number of antennas.
5.4 User Pairing with Fixed Power Allocation
In this Section, we consider user pairing in NOMA transmission scheme. Notice that, two
different power allocations, namely fixed power allocation and cognitive radio approach of
power allocation, has been proposed in [46]. It has been shown that in fixed power alloca-
tion, the NOMA outperforms the OMA communication when the users experience different
channels and as this difference increases it enlarges the gap between performance of NOMA
and OMA. Nevertheless, unlike fixed power allocation, in cognitive approach, the advantage
of NOMA is highlighted as the difference between the channels seen by two users becomes
smaller. Through this thesis, our focus is on fixed power allocation.
In the following, we start with the SISO transmission as in [46] to evaluate the effect of
pairing in NOMA and compare it with OMA performance. Later on, we extend the results to
more general channel models (Rician channel) and assess the impact of different Rician factors.
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5.4.1 User pairing in SISO NOMA
Consider transmission system, where a single antenna BS serves M single antenna users under
the same available resources, i.e., time and frequency. To start with and without loss of gener-
ality, assume hi represents the channel coefficient from i-th single antenna user to the BS such
that
|h1|2 ≤ · · · ≤ |hM |2. (16)
In addition, assume the fixed and normalized power allocation for n-th and m-th user, i.e.,
an and am, such that a2n+a
2
m = 1. Now, the question is how to select two users so that the system
achieves higher performance in term of sum rate capacity. Based on the principal of NOMA
and considering (16), assuming m < n implies that |hm|2 ≤ |hn|2 and thus am ≥ an. Therefore,
achievable rates of m-th and n-th user can be respectively written as
Rm = log
1 + |hm|2a2m|hm|2a2n + 1ρ
 , (17)
and
Rn = log
(
1 + ρ|hn|2a2n
)
. (18)
Before further investigation and for the sake of illustration, assume ten sorted users (based
on their channel) out of which we select two users, pair them in a group, and compare the
performance of NOMA and OMA transmission. Fig. 5.4 represents the capacity of NOMA and
compare it with its OMA correspondence for different user orders. We assume 1/5 and 4/5 of
total power is assigned to data transmission from the first and second users, respectively.
In this Figure, the performances of NOMA are shown with solid lines while those of OMA
are depicted by dashed lines. In addition, different colors represent pairing with different or-
ders. In particular, pairing users with best and worst channels are shown by color red while
the sum rate capacity achieved from the scenario, where the user with worst channel is paired
with the user that experiences the medium channel condition, is depicted by color blue. It can
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be seen that more channel differentiation enhances the performance of the system. In addition,
the advantages of NOMA over OMA can be seen from the Figure.
Fig. 5.5 depicts similar scenario under Rician channel model. In this Figure, Rician factor
is set to be 5, i.e., K = 5 and the same observations can be made as those for Rayleigh channel.
In Fig. 5.6, we set the SNR to be fixed and equal to 20 dB and plot the achievable rate
versus different values of Rician factors. The first observation is that for all cases with same
pairs of users, NOMA outperforms OMA. In addition, it can be seen that the performance of
OMA is more sensitive to the Rician factor compared with its NOMA correspondence.
An alternative approach that sheds light on the performance of NOMA and enables us to
consider user pairing strategy is to evaluate the sum rate capacity and investigate the probability
that OMA systems outperform NOMA. Such a criteria has been described in [46] and shown
by:
Pr
(
Rm + Rn < ROm + R
O
n
)
, (19)
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where ROi represents the achievable rate of i-th user (for i ∈ {m, n}) in OMA and can be calcu-
lated as
ROi =
1
2
log
(
1 + ρ |hi|2
)
. (20)
Notice that in OMA there is no interference, and ρ denotes the SNR for both users. Nev-
ertheless, the coefficient 1/2 shows that each user uses only half of the resources (such as
bandwidth). Considering (17)-(18) and (20), sum rate of NOMA and OMA can be evaluated
as
Rm + Rn = log

1 + |hm|2a2m|hm|2a2n + 1ρ
 (1 + ρ|hn|2a2n)
 (21)
and
ROm + R
O
n = log
((
1 + ρ |hm|2
) 1
2
(
1 + ρ |hn|2
) 1
2
)
, (22)
respectively. Therefore, replacing (21) and (22) in (19) results in
Pr
(
Rm + Rn < ROm + R
O
n
)
= Pr
log

1 + |hm|2a2m|hm|2a2n + 1ρ
 (1 + ρ|hn|2a2n)
 < log ((1 + ρ |hm|2) 12 (1 + ρ |hn|2) 12 )
 . (23)
Notice that, since the logarithm function is a monotonically increasing function, (23) can
be simplified to
Pr
(
Rm + Rn < ROm + R
O
n
)
= Pr

1 + |hm|2a2m|hm|2a2n + 1ρ
 (1 + ρ|hn|2a2n) < (1 + ρ |hm|2) 12 (1 + ρ |hn|2) 12
 (24)
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which can be further written as:
Pr
(
Rm + Rn < ROm + R
O
n
)
= Pr
(ρ |hm|2a2n + 1 + ρ |hm|2a2m
ρ |hm|2a2n + 1
)2 (
1 + ρ|hn|2a2n
)2
<
(
1 + ρ |hm|2
) (
1 + ρ |hn|2
)
= Pr
( 1 + ρ |hm|21 + ρ |hm|2a2n
)2 (
1 + ρ|hn|2a2n
)2
<
(
1 + ρ |hm|2
) (
1 + ρ |hn|2
)
= Pr
 1 + ρ |hm|2(1 + ρ |hm|2a2n)2 <
1 + ρ |hn|2(
1 + ρ|hn|2a2n
)2
 . (25)
Now, for the sake of simplicity, we change the variables such that w = ρ |hm|2 and z = ρ |hn|2.
Notice that considering (16), variables w and z are ordered random variables. Before further
evaluations, let us illustrate some of the properties of ordered random variables [47]. For this
reason, assume that X(i) shows ordered random variable, such that X(1) ≤ X(2) ≤ · · · ≤ X(L)
whereas Xi represents un-ordered random variable. For the sake of clarification, consider the
following example
Example Assume that a series of random variables are consequentially generated having the
following realization:
X1 = 5, X2 = 1, X3 = 4, X4 = 10. (26)
The above random variables are known to be un-ordered. Nevertheless, the ordered version of
such random variables can be written as
X(1) = 1, X(2) = 4, X(3) = 5, X(4) = 10. (27)
In light of the ordered random variables as mentioned above, cumulative distribution function
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(CDF) of r-th ordered random variable, i.e., Fr can be formulated as
Fr (x) = Pr
(
X(r) ≤ x)
= Pr (at least r random variables ≤ x)
=
L∑
i=r
 Li
 Pi (x) (1 − P (x))L−i (28)
where P (x) denotes the CDF of an un-ordered random variable and
 Li
 = L!i! (L − i)! (29)
shows binomial coefficient. In addition, probability density function (PDF) of an ordered ran-
dom variable, X(r) can be calculated as in [47] given by
fr (x) = Pr ((r − 1) random variables < x, r-th random variable = x,
(L − r) random variables > x) (30)
which can be mathematically written as
fr (x) =
 Lr − 1

 L − r + 11
Pr−1 (x) p (x) (1 − P (x))L−r . (31)
Now, consider two ordered random variable, i.e., X(r) and X(s), where r < s. The joint PDF of
these two random variables, i.e., fr,s (x, y) can be expressed as
fr,s (x, y) = Pr
(
X(r) = x, X(s) = y
)
= Pr ((r − 1) random variables < x, r-th random variable = x,
(s − r − 1) random variables between x and y, s-th random variable = y,
(L − s) random variables > y)
(32)
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= Pr ((r − 1) random variables < x) Pr (X(r) = x)
Pr (x < (s − r − 1) random variables < y)
Pr
(
X(s) = y
)
Pr ((L − s) random variables > y) . (33)
Mathematically, the above expression can be formulated as
fr,s (x, y) =
 Lr − 1

 L − r + 11

 L − rs − r − 1

 L − s + 11

Pr−1 (x) p (x)
[
P (y) − P (x)]s−r−1 p (y) (1 − P (y))L−s .
(34)
Now, notice that channels of different users as defined before are ordered random vari-
ables. In addition, based on ordered random variables as described above, PDF of new random
variables, i.e., w and z, can be obtained as
fr (x) =
 Mr − 1

 M − r + 11
Pr−1 (x) p (x) (1 − P (x))M−r , (35)
for r ∈ {m, n} and x ∈ {w, z}. Furthermore, the joint distribution of w and z is achieved by
fm,n (w, z) =
 Mm − 1

 M − m + 11

 M − mn − m − 1

 M − n + 11

Pm−1 (w) p (w) [P (z) − P (w)]n−m−1 p (z) (1 − P (z))M−n . (36)
Recalling the equation given by (25) and replacing new variables simplifies the sum rate
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expression as
Pr
(
Rm + Rn < ROm + R
O
n
)
= Pr
 1 + w(
1 + wa2n
)2 < 1 + z(1 + za2n)2

= Pr
(
a4n
(
z2 + wz2 − w2 − w2z
)
+ (w − z) − 2a2n (w − z) < 0
)
= Pr
(
a4n (z + w + wz) (z − w) < (z − w)
(
1 − 2a2n
))
= Pr (z + w + wz < β1) , (37)
where β1 =
1−2a2n
a4n
. Considering the fact that w and z have met the constraint of w < z and are
both positive random variables, results in
Pr (z + w + wz < β1) = 1 − Pr (z + w + wz > β1)
= 1 −

∞∫
0
z∫
β1−z
1+z
fm,n (w, z)dwdz

= 1 −

β1∫
β2
z∫
β1−z
1+z
fm,n (w, z)dwdz +
∞∫
β2
∞∫
−∞
fm,n (w, z)dwdz

= 1 −

β1∫
β2
z∫
β1−z
1+z
fm,n (w, z)dwdz +
∞∫
β2
fn (z)dz
 (38)
where fn (z) and fm,n (w, z) can be obtained based on (35) and (36), respectively [46].
In the following, we verify the above derivations with Monte Carlo simulation. Similar to
the previous section, we consider ten users and assess the performance of NOMA based on the
mentioned probability criteria. In other words, in Fig. 5.7 the power is divided to 1/5 and 4/5.
It can be seen that by reducing the power of noise, i.e., N0, the probability that OMA
achieves higher sum rate capacity in comparison with NOMA gets smaller. Another observa-
tion is that (similar to the previous results) increasing the channel difference experienced by
users enhances the performance of NOMA.
Rician channel has been considered in Fig. 5.8 with Rician factor of 5. Comparing Fig. 5.7
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Figure 5.7: Probability of OMA outperforming NOMA vs. 1/N0, K = 0.
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Figure 5.8: Probability of OMA outperforming NOMA vs. 1/N0, K = 5.
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and Fig. 5.8, we can see that although more channel differentiation results in better performance
(regardless of Rayleigh and Rician channel), this benefit is more highlighted when the channel
realization follows the Rayleigh distribution.
5.4.2 User pairing in MIMO Scenario
In MIMO-NOMA transmission, there are multiple antennas implemented at BS and users.
Therefore, the channel between BS and k-th user (for k ∈ {1, · · · ,M}) is modeled in matrix
form, i.e, H1, · · · ,HM. One way to order users is based on summation of squared independent
sub-channels, which can be calculated in terms of Frobenius norm [48] such that
||H1| |2F ≤ · · · ≤ ||HM | |2F . (39)
In order to implement the above equation, one can consider the variances of elements in channel
matrices [49]. In other words, variances need to satisfy the constraint
σ21 ≤ · · · ≤ σ2M, (40)
in which σ2k denotes the covariance of the channel between BS and k-th user. Another approach
to model the ordered MIMO channel is to consider the path-loss model and thus the users can
be ordered in terms of their distances to the BS. For this reason, we consider the following
channel model between BS and k-th user:
Hk = ΛkGk, (41)
where Λr denotes the path-loss and we consider it as Λk = r
(−α/2)
k , in which rk is the distance
from BS to the k-th user and α is the path-loss exponent.
In the following section, we consider the capacity of SM, which will be used later for the
sake of comparison between the performance of NOMA and OMA.
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5.5 Capacity of SM-NOMA
Let us start this section by definition and concept of capacity. Practicaly, capacity is defined as
the maximum rate at which information can be transmitted and recovered at the receiver with
sufficiently low probability of error [50]. Nevertheless, as explained earlier, the information in
SM is conveyed by antenna index as well as constellation space.
In order to calculate the capacity of SM, one approach is to evaluate the probability of
error [51, 52] and consider the equation
CS M = (m + n)
(
1 + Pe log2 (Pe) + Pc log2 (Pc)
)
, (42)
where m and n represent number of input bits conveyed by constellation and antenna space,
respectively. In other words, spectral efficiency of the system is m + n. Pe denotes the average
probability of error (which has been expressed at the beginning of the Chapter) while Pc =
1 − Pe stands for the probability of correct detection.
Alternatively, the formal approach to obtain the capacity of SM is to maximize the mutual
information as
CS M = max
fS (s), fL(l)
I (y; s, l) (43)
= max
fS (s), fL(l)
(I (y; s |l ) + I (y; l)) (44)
= max
fS (s), fL(l)
(
Isym + Iant
)
, (45)
in which the maximization problem is over the PDF of random variables corresponding to the
transmitted symbol, fS (s), and antenna index, fL(l). In the above equation, Isym represents
the mutual information of the received signal and transmitted constellation conditioned on a
given antenna index while Iant shows the mutual information of the received signal and antenna
index [53].
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The first term in (45) can be expressed by
Isym = I (y; s |l ) =
Nt∑
l′=1
plI
(
y; s |l′ = l) (46)
=
Nt∑
l′=1
1
Nt
log2
(
1 + γ‖hl′‖2
)
, (47)
where pl denotes the probability of activating the l-th antenna index. In addition, γ in (47)
denotes the SNR/SINR which depends on the order of user in NOMA.
Similar to [53] and for the sake of further illustration, we consider the following sufficient
statistical transformation
y =
hHl
‖hl‖2
y. (48)
It is worth mentioning that for a given antenna index, y is a zero-mean complex Gaussian
random variable with variance σ2l = 1 + γ‖hl‖2.
The next step is to calculate the second term in (45), i.e., Iant, which is defined by
Iant = I (y; l) = −H (y |l ) + H (y)
= −
Nt∑
l′=1
pL′
(
l′
)
H
(
y |l′ = l)︸                      ︷︷                      ︸
A1
−
∫
fY (y) log2 ( fY (y)) dy︸                        ︷︷                        ︸
A2
. (49)
In the above equation A1 depends on the entropy of a Gaussian distributed random variable
y, written as
A1 =
Nt∑
l′=1
1
Nt
log2
(
pieσ2l′
)
. (50)
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Accordingly, we can use the chain rule in the second term of (49) to obtain A2 as
A2 =
1
Nt
Nt∑
l=1
∫
fY|L (y|l) log2
 1Nt
Nt∑
l′=1
fY|L′
(
y|l′) dy (51)
=
1
Nt
Nt∑
l=1
− log2 (Nt) + EY|L {g (y)}︸      ︷︷      ︸
B2
 (52)
= − log2 (Nt) +
1
Nt
Nt∑
l=1
EY|L {g (y)}︸      ︷︷      ︸
B2
 , (53)
where
g (y) = log2
 Nt∑
l′=1
1
piσ2l′
e
− |y|2
σ2
l′
. (54)
Notice that y as defined in (48) is a complex random variable with real and imaginary com-
ponents shown by y1 and y2, respectively. As given in [53], we consider the Taylor series
expansion of g (y) over the mean of random variable y, i.e., 0, followed by the expectation to
calculate B2 as expressed in (53) by
B2 = EY {T (g, y, 0)} =
∞∑
n=0
1
n!
2∑
m=1
∂ng
∂ynm
(0) E {(ym − 0)n}. (55)
In the above equation, T {.} stands for the Taylor series expansion. Notice that, since y is zero-
mean random variable, E {(ym − 0)n} denotes the n-th central moment of ym [54], and can be
mathematically written as
E {(ym − 0)n} = ϑnym =
 (n − 1)!!
σnl
2
n
2
for n is even
0 for n is odd
(56)
for m ∈ {1, 2}. In (56), (.)!! stands for double factorial. Considering the following equality
(2n − 1)!! = (2n)!
2nn!
, (57)
defining new variable as n = 2k, and assuming symmetric derivative, i.e., ∂
ng
∂yn1
=
∂ng
∂yn2
, the expec-
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tation in (55) is
EY {T (g, y, 0)}
=
∞∑
k=0
∂2kg
∂y2k1
(0)
σ2kl
2k−1
(2k − 1)!!
(2k)!
(58)
=
∞∑
k=0
∂2kg
∂y2k1
(0)
σ2kl
2k−1
1
2kk!
(59)
=
∞∑
k=0
∂2kg
∂y2k1
(0)
σ2kl
22k−1k!
= log2
 Nt∑
l′=1
1
piσ2l′
 + ∞∑
k=1
∂2kg
∂y2k1
(0)
σ2kl
22k−1k!
(60)
where equation (59) is achieved by replacing (57) in (58). Moreover, the first term in (60) is
derived by setting y = 0 in (54).
Having above equations, the mutual information between y and antenna index can be writ-
ten as given in [53] by
Iant = −
Nt∑
l′=1
1
Nt
log2
(
pieσ2l′
)
+ log2 (Nt) − log2
 Nt∑
l′=1
1
piσ2l′
 − 1Nt
Nt∑
l=1
 ∞∑
k=1
∂2kg
∂y2k1
(0)
σ2kl
22k−1k!
 . (61)
Finally, replacing (61) and (47) in (45), and considering the second order approximation
results in the following capacity expression [53]
CS M ' log2
(
H
(
σ2
))
− 1
log 2
1 − A (σ2) H
(
σ2
)
H
(
σ4
) 
(62)
in which σn =
(
σn1, · · · , σnNt
)T
. Notice that in above equation, A(.) and H(.) represent the
arithmetic and harmonic mean expressions, respectively.
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5.5.1 Simulation Results
In this section, we evaluate the effect of user pairing based on the derived capacity equations
in the last section. In particular, we calculate the sum rate capacity of two users with different
channel strengths and make the observation that which two pairs of users results in higher
achievable rate. To this end, we consider the path-loss model as defined in (41). In addition,
we assume the second user with poor channel experience is located in a fixed place i.e., in
distance of 100 meter, while the distance of the user with strong channel varies, i.e., from 30m
to 90m. We assume the path-loss exponent of 3.6. We also assume that the power has been
divided to 1/5 and 4/5, based on which we plot the sum capacity of different sets of users in
Fig. 5.9. It has been shown that as the distance between two users increases (which means their
experienced channel is more different), the overall capacity increases. This results is identical
to the conventional NOMA system with antenna selection and multiplexing.
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Figure 5.9: User pairing based on sum rate capacity, α21 = 1/5 and α
2
2 = 4/5, Nt = Nr = 4.
In Fig. 5.10, we made the comparison on performance of SM-NOMA and SM-OMA. Sim-
ilar to Fig. 5.9, we consider fixed and variable distances for the second user and first user,
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respectively. One can see from this Figure that for all scenarios, SM-NOMA outperform SM-
OMA.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion and Future Work
In this thesis, we investigate on the challenges of future advanced communication systems,
namely limited available power (which create the limitation in number of RF chains) and spec-
trum scarcity. In order to overcome these problems, we propose different approaches in Chap-
ters 3-5.
In Chapter 3, we propose the antenna grouping for MIMO systems with dual-polarized
antenna elements combined with GSM transmission scheme. In particular, polarization, which
is an inherent component of a waveform, has been exploited as an additional degree of freedom
while dual-polarized antennas occupies less space in comparison with uni-polarized antenna
with same virtual number of antenna elements. Furthermore, applying GSM enables us to
reduce the number of RF chains which results in energy and power efficiency. Considering
the fact that not all antenna subsets in GSM have the optimal performance, we use the circle
packing method to group the DP antennas in such a way that the optimum performance is
achieved in GSM transmission.
In Chapter 4, a novel beamforming-based network coexistence has been proposed to allevi-
ate the interference which is generated as a results of spectrum scarcity and LTE spectrum shift
from licensed to unlicensed band. We have approached to this problem and found the beam-
forming vectors from two different points of view. In the first procedure, we have optimized the
coefficients such that the disruptive LTE power received by the Wi-Fi AP is minimized. In the
second method, the beamformer is designed to maximize the received SNR at LTE user’s. Both
approaches enable Wi-Fi AP to sense the channel as if it is empty and eliminate the protocol
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modification which results in a cost-efficient coexistence.
The last contribution of this thesis is to tackle the spectrum scarcity based on overlapped
resource allocation to users with different channel qualities. More specifically, we have fo-
cused on users with limited number of RF chains. Thus, in order to preserve the limited
RF chains while maintaining the spectral efficiency, we apply SM-based transmission under
NOMA scheme and evaluate the performance of users followed by capacity analysis to elabo-
rate the impact of user pairing.
While our proposed solutions touch some of the main challenges in next generation of
wireless communication, there is potential for further investigations. In particular, in Chapter
3, we have consider the given number of available RF chains. Nevertheless, more study can
be conducted to investigate the trade off between number of activated antennas within each
antenna group and the performance.
Chapter 4 can be more extended for the case where LTE BS contains massive number of
antennas and hybrid beamforming or GSM can be implemented to satisfy the practical imple-
mentation constraints related to limited number of RF chains. In addition, other criteria such
as Wi-Fi throughput or the probability of collision can be investigated. There is also potential
for in depth investigation on the interference from other users with channel model including
path-loss.
The SM-based NOMA approach as described in Chapter 5 can be further investigated from
power allocation point of view. In particular, the strategy in which the total power can be split
between two user can be studied such that it maximizes the overall sum rate capacity.
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